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FOREWORD

T

here are no limitations to writing; there are, however, limitations to how we
would want divorcés to be remarried in the cup of our writings. These and

many more thoughts and huge (im)balances are subjected to the mastery of the
writer.
This 6th Issue of Lunaris Review has created a different margin of how incredibly
different Arts could be merged to create auxiliaries of aesthetics that appeal not
only to sight but to sensibilities; sensitivities.
Who can resist the charm and therapeutic enthrallment that ignites from the works
of Bikram Kumar Mohapatra especially, "Bare Solitude"? The first line of "A
Divine Tragedy" as poignantly inscribed by Dhee Sylvester is mind confinement –
eluding a certain feel that subdues. P. D. Prasad makes you not only admire nature
in an artistic way, instead his pizzaz makes one to appreciate nature in a way that
deadens the figment of the mind; the strokes, the reality and the impression are
simply gluing! The imagistic allurement of Susannah Chovnick's "Learning to Fly"
does not only whets, but induces a kind of crave to explore the knots embedded line
after line.
This 6th issue is a bouquet of flavoured and colourful works that would leave
readers awed for as long as they read and re-read. To those who entrusted us their
works; those who gave us the opportunity to share their creativity, we at Lunaris
Review are most grateful for the confidence you keep exuding in us. To our liefling
readers, thank you for your consistent support; enjoy another collection of sheen
works.
Abeiku Arhin Tsiwah
Poetry Editor, Lunaris Review
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Dhee Sylvester

A Divine Tragedy
“WE SHALL MAKE WHORES out of our most beautiful virgins!” The Thinker
declared, as he laid the details of his long awaited proposal before the Council.
Lending the room a moment to reason out the ambiguity of what he said, the
Thinker took a step back, let slip a queer smile, before proceeding to drill home the
nuts and bolts of his proposal.
“We shall have them in scarlet robes and purple scarves. Neat them up clean and
proper, have them bathe in scented salt and sprayed with sweet dew. We shall cast
their hands and necks in precious stones, and grace their feet with sandals forged
from the purest gold. We shall give each a name befitting of their beauty and breed,
and build each a brothel worthy to be looked upon as you would a palace. A brothel
so befitting of a king, it shall come to be known as the House of King. There shall
be no definitive article before the title, for we shall agree upon the fact of there
being only one indefinite king as well.”
“We came to you hoping to find a solution to the chaos ravaging our world, and
there you stand asking us to pledge to your madness?” The Patriarch queried, the
three folds of skin on his forehead leaned against each other like three tired Ms.
“Many years ago,” the Thinker replied, “when I was yet a boy beneath the sun,
my father taught me the best way to achieve order is to disguise chaos in the form
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of what the people love. Our people love being different; why don't we exploit that
love to bring through that which shall found a modicum of control in their lives?
All I'm saying is there is no order without control and there is no control without its
own form of madness.”
“You do have a point. Yet, how are we sure this proposal would achieve
anything? The Crafter inquired; his beards veiling the movement of his lips.”
“When a man is content among his ilk it is easier for him to be indifferent to the
contentment of those he doesn't like.”
“And what if the man is discontent within himself, even though his people are
content?”
“In that case, these whores would serve to provide him hope and a sense of
escape.”
“Hope? Tell me Thinker, what can a man ever hope for except to escape this life
through death when he's all grey and weak?”
“We can make him hope for a better life after death.”
A sweeping ruckus rose among the crowd in reaction to the remark of the
Thinker. There was tension and confusion in equal measure, for the Thinker's
words not only stirred a nest but also struck all the wrong notes. A well-read
literate like him should know there is no such thing as life after death, some argued,
while most were convinced that in his search for wisdom, the Thinker had indeed
found madness.
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“Please...Can I be allowed a moment to bring clarity to my words?” The Thinker
appealed, and though the agitation simmered, a few at the back continued in their
murmuring.”
“Just like every one of you gathered here today, I also disbelieve in life after
death. We all know it is an Egyptian myth the Babylonian's made famous. But this
is not about what I believe, or what we ought to. This is about us giving the people
something to believe. When I speak of life after death, I don't speak of existence
after extinction; rather I speak of existence after expiration. There's a difference
between the two, huge difference, and I hope for us to understand this. Extinction is
the state whereby the subject is permanently absorbed into void; while expiration is
the state whereby the subject is no longer valid as it were. To convince the people
of this, we shall create a pseudo-theological idea on the mono-duality of human
existence.”
“And how do we convince the people about something even we understand
not?”
“By making the one we shall make King, an entity beyond the fallibility of men.
He shall belong in a realm the people would live their lives aspiring to attain, after
their deaths. The knowledge of consequence, the awareness of conscience, shall be
fed into the consciousness of the people such that our different clans and cultures
will serve as mediums through which the pseudo-theological idea I spoke of, is
intensely propagated.”
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“Sorry, Thinker, but what shall belief in this all-powerful King actually do? Do
our men stop raping their daughters because they are in love with the whores this
King would call wives?”
“Frankly speaking? Yes, they shall. Listen, I do not speak of any kind of whores
here. I speak of whores that would captivate the people so much that they shall
derive pride, honour and meaning in bearing their names and being in subjection to
their whims. They shall fight for them, hate for them, kill for them, live for them,
and when they feel like it, the people will be devoted enough to die for them. I do
not speak of just any ordinary King either. I speak of a King many would come to
structure their humanity base on fables men like me shall write about him. In fact,
their idea of good and evil would be based on the morality of this idealistic entity,
so much that evil would be done for his good. This sense of morality might not
necessarily make the people better, but surely it would infuse a sense of
responsibility in them. And when there is responsibility, chaos finds it difficult, if
not impossible, to thrive.”
“Going back to the whores… You know, we cannot go about calling them that if
our people are to take them seriously.”
“Exactly. Thus, I made provision for a name we could give them.”
This was the defining moment of the Thinker's studies, for this was a name that
shall outlive his own name, and shall dominate every aspect of human life there on.
He folded his papyrus scrolls, cleared his throat, and stilled his excitement, all the
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while basking in the majesty of the moment, and in the fixation of the eyes
desperately begging for him to say the word that would change the world.
“We shall call these whores Religion.
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Yuan Hongri
(Translated by Manu Mangattu)
Neither Day nor Night in the
Kingdom of Heaven

L

没有昼夜的天国

ast night, gazing at the stars
I saw those countless gems smile

Numberless from my past life

昨夜仰望星空

Limitless in the silver kingdom

我看见无数个笑容

Sprang from the light of thought

无数个我的前世

Forging ahead to superluminal chi

无数个白银的王国

Five hundred years later, or, may I

思想的光芒

say

以超光速驰来

After a thousand five hundred years

我看见了五百年后

of the world
一千五百年后的世界

I saw a giant of a spacecraft
The eyes of those men and women

我看见乘坐飞船的巨人

Were tranquil, serene as a diamond

男男女女的眼睛

Then I knew, once and forever: On

宁静的钻石

the new planet,

新的星球之上

In the Kingdom of Heaven, there is

没有昼夜的天国

neither day nor night.
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On Angel Wings HeavenBound

P

luck out a star from the night
sky above

当天使的翅翼驮来了天国

And let it sing to you within your
cranium

摘一颗星辰在夜空之上

It shall bring to you the interplanetary

让它在你的头颅里歌唱

song.
Let thine eyes reach the edge of the

它将带给你星际的乐曲

Milky Way

让你的目光抵达 末来的银河之城

The earth is just a small stone;

地球只是一枚小小的石头

Yesterday is just a butterfly.

昨日只是一只蝴蝶

When the angel wings conduct you to

当天使的翅翼驮来了天国

the Kingdom of Heaven

哦 那甜蜜的闪电让你把世界遗忘

Ah! That sweet lightning will indeed
make you forget the world.
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The Song of the Universe –
宇宙的歌声是你的歌声

Thy Song

S

weet soul,

甜美的灵魂

Let thy breath be sweet

让你的呼吸甜美

Let thine eyes shine as the stars

让你的眼晴多如星辰

Reflect about what thou shalt see!

想想吧 那时你将看到什么

Thou shalt forget the words
你将忘了词语

The song of the universe is thy song
The peace of the universe is thy peace

宇宙的歌声是你的歌声

If thou shall speak

宇宙的宁静是你的宁静

It is almost like God

如果你说话

Let there be light! And there was

那就如同上帝

light.

要有光 于是就有了光
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Samuel Nwokpoku Chukwudi

Peace

P

eace,
I have picked these lines

From my painful heavy heart
Heart pierced by the ugly news
Of marauding death
Of innocent victims of wars
Wars caused by human eaters
Men whose hearts are as hard as stone…
Peace,
I wish my flooding tears could save you
From these haunting chains
Around your wrists and waist,
From these painful wounds of swords and guns and bombs
Eating up your flesh and soul,
From this endless torture
Arising from wars without end…
The streets smell of stench from bloodbaths
Peace, where do we go
When wars eat up our homes
And our fences broken in tatters?
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Peace,
I have cried until my eyes
Run out of tears
Still my rivers of tears could not save us
But peace,
I know you will save yourself and us
When the chains of inequity and hatred
Are extirpated.
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M. Leland Oroquieta

In the Cradle of Deplorables

W

E HEAR THE MANTRAS and litanies all the time that we belong in the
dustbin of deplorables, driven on pitch that throttles interstates into

lamentations of fuck-yous to the universe. Their signs welcome us like the innocent
sound of mandolins, reminding our young bodies that we live in a world of
directions and possibilities.
Our mantra is art for cities, sprayed on the faces of walls, alleys, or doorsteps,
trapped in the rhetoric of displacement and disorientation. We forge bold, crooked
lines over glamour splashed on billboard signs, or crucify four-letter words and
ideas on bridges to nowhere, bridges that won’t take us away from being dregs of
civilization, of some notion’s law and jurisdiction.
Perhaps, in the end, we prefer religions without symbolisms, the kind we
simulate with our hands, and fingers, forever mystified on the human-form of youth
transformed to silhouettes amidst the temper of breezes inviting us to ignore the
moon, or any artifice of light that shines an arrogance it is the source of whatever
we need, in order to see through labyrinths festering in our hearts.
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Kristopher David Cooley

URSUS INOPINATUS

C

OLIN SELTER HELD HIS BINOCULARS to his eyes. Nothing.
This brief excursion to the Canadian north was far from what he dreamt

it would be. Cold, famished, and dying for a hot plate of sweet, greasy bacon, Colin
realized that his wildlife expedition was a complete bust. With the exception of a
few tiny snowbirds, the occasional squirrel, and what might have been a
woodchuck, Colin had yet to witness a single animal.
Nor was the wilderness as breathtaking as the brochures had promised. Hills of
pine nettles rendered the southern forests identical to nearly every other woodland
on the continent, and the northern reaches of the country consisted of nothing but
snow. The endless fields and mountains of white grew tedious, and the glare of the
light on the snow was tiresome on the eyes.
The sun was setting in the violet sky. “Ready to call it a day, then?” queried
Clarence Gilmore, his tour guide. A humiliating wave of defeat washed over Colin.
How could he ever justify the expenses he accrued on his failed journey? A cricket
chirped from a nearby laurel thicket. Colin swore.
“Might as well.”
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The calm landscape became filled with silhouettes as the light of day dissipated.
Snow crunched softly under the lumbering plod of the men’s thick, waterproof
boots.
Then they heard it – the sound of cracking branches echoed through the forest.
“Quiet! – Something’s coming,” Clarence whispered, motioning for Colin to
stop moving.
Huge huffing and woofing noises, pulsing in mighty gusts, blew through the
woodland like a powerful windstorm. Vibrating tremors gripped the ground.
Whatever was stalking them – it was gigantic.
Without warning, an enormous and distinctly ursine shape exploded from the
forest’s edge. A hulking bear with a strange, yellow pelt bounded toward the two
hikers with its predatory eyes locked directly onto them, scattering great swaths of
snow and the debris of thrashed thickets with each pace.
“Get down!” hollered Clarence, pulling Colin to the ground as the ferocious
animal barreled straight for them.
Filled with icy horror, Colin pinched his eyes shut, his heart nearly stopping. He
couldn’t watch. Was this how his disappointing expedition would end – the
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moment he finally got to witness a spectacular animal was the same moment his
life was to be wrenched from him?
As Colin braced himself and Clarence prepared for the worst, the ghastly bear
let out a ferocious growl. Storming with terrible speed, the apparition tore through
the snow, plowing right past them before disappearing into the forest.
Silence.
Colin opened his eyes. “Bluff charge?”
Clarence struggled to his feet, thinking for a moment. “That thing smelled us
long before it ever saw us. If it was threatened by us – hen yes, that’s likely the
case.”
But there was also another possibility, one that Clarence was unwilling to rule
out entirely: Perhaps the carnivorous phantom was circling back around, having
used its bluff-charge to assess whether the men would make easy prey – and God
knew they would.
“Which species of bear do you think it was?” Colin asked.
Despite all of his years in the field, the tour guide had never experienced any
creature quite like the one that had almost found it in its heart to rob them of their
lives. “Well,” he spoke, “I won’t lie; I have no clue. But I do know that brown
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bears and black bears can’t survive this far north, and this range is much too far
from the coast to support polar bears. And judging from its size, I’d say that the
bear that charged us was easily over two meters tall at the shoulder, putting it well
outside of the normal range of bear growth.”
A fearful chill radiated down Colin’s spine. What kind of monster had they
encountered?
“Let’s get the hell out of here.”
That oppressive dread of the unknown, which rears its head from our very
nightmares and seizes our spirits utterly, was the singular force that spurred the two
explorers along. Clarence led the way – and far be it from Colin to linger behind.
Melted snow became patchier, revealing the forest floor beneath. The tour guide
urgently followed the trails of his memory, and it wasn’t too long before they were
greeted by the sound of running water.
“Strange,” Clarence muttered.
“What? What’s strange? Don’t just leave me hanging here!” Colin was clearly
still shaken by the encounter.
“I don’t mean to alarm you, but I don’t recall there being a stream in this area.”
“What the hell do you mean? We’re not lost, are we?”
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“No,” – he checked his compass,“it says we’re right on path; we should be
going the correct way,” he sputtered, starting to lose his cool himself.
A deep huffing noise sounded from the woods.
Unable to feign bravery for another moment, Colin bolted. “Hey! Waiiit!”
Clarence shouted, charging after him. But it was no use – the feeble-minded Colin
was gone, and he wasn’t coming back.
Just then, the bank quaked. The heavy huffing grew nearer.
Falling back on his training, Clarence promptly threw himself to the ground
once again, remaining as still as he could.
Emerging from the brush, the giant yellow bear inhaled deeply, following the
suggestion of its keen olfactory bulbs, which led it straight to the cowering tour
guide. But this was no brown bear, and as such, stillness was no deterrent to its
carnivory.
THE MASSIVE YELLOW BEAST went unreported. The whereabouts of Colin
and Clarence remain unknown; authorities have long since called off the search,
presuming the two of them dead.
Earth spun ever faithfully through space in its course around the sun, as it
always had and as it always would.
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Bikram Kumar Mohapatra

Bare Solitude

T

his is the kind of solitude
that restores the ambiguity of thought

and shields a sad screen on consciousness.
The amorous man’s soliloquy
is about the modernity of sex
and the poet looks for
the new born words.
Before the evening
the infernal smoke uproars
from the kitchen.
The nest coming birds
have a glimpse on the poet and the man
while flying away with their bare crotches.
Birds hovering trivial to man
and inspiration to the poet.
Suddenly a ghostly silence succumbs
the forgetfulness in depression
As another setting sun
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spills the past on water.
Before the last ember
dies from the burial
before the last whisp of smoke ends
The man weeps
A lulling sanity unravels the poet
The sobbing sound emanates from him
as an elegy
which is sweetest more and eternal.
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In the Moments of the Setting Sun

I

n the indifferent moment of the setting sun
the spirit of bonhomie elongates on the

surface of water.
An old fisherman sits silently beside the
river looking intently for a better prey in
loneliness.
Hours drift slowly shackled by the
wriggling hope
In the widening dusk a stupid desperation
broods over the fisherman with a strange
failure of tactics suddenly, an unidentified
effortless impotence curves before
his rheumy eyes.
Time and again a kingfisher hovers round the
sky dives with the blue of the sky in to the blue
of the water and comes out victorious with
virtuous moments as a living fish crawls into
its beak for an eternal gloom.
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Yet.
just before the evening an owl hoots in the
emptiness of destiny the ruminatve shadow
of the fisherman becomes silhouetted against
the amplitude of water.
He gets himself ready to catch it as a fish by
stretching his net over the surface.
Although, the sun moves westward offering the
reddish darkness for an infinite order of the world.
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JD DeHart

Finger Pointing

I

read a story once about a hand
that appeared on a wall in a king’s room
and dictated an important message to him

I’d be scared of that mess
I read a story once about a message
that came on a raven’s back
to offer sage-like wisdom to a ruler
I’d be wondering where the bird
came from
I’m too suspicious for stories
too paranoid to heed advice from mystical
places, but I do lean in and listen
to the babbling brook of life when I can.
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Yuan Chuangming

Hooking

J

ust how, you were thrown into the water
Under the current and close to a snag

You can’t feel the sun light
Without being reflected
When a fish swims by here
You run into a nasty urchin, tantalizing
As we are all being tantalized
For a tiny catch
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Dao Seeking
To/To
Seek/Balance
Yang/Yin
From/With
Yin/Yang
Is/Isn’t
The same/The same
As/As
To/To
Seek/Balance
Yin/Yang
From/With
Yang/Yin
Before/Unless
We/You
Zigzag/Zagzig
Our Path/Your Way
With/Without
A thought/Any feeling
About/Towards
Nature/God
Here/There
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Jude Conlee

When I Felt No Doubt in the Moon

M

Y WHOLE LIFE, I wondered if the moon was real. It seemed plausible to
me that it was; then again, it seemed plausible to me that it wasn’t.

Sometimes I thought it to be a fake placed in the sky whenever people were looking
but cleverly hidden whenever people weren’t. Other times, my speculations ran
along the lines that it was a mass conspiracy, put forth by the government, to see if
they could successfully induce a mass hallucination in the entire population. But
most of the time, I thought it was something that I and only I could see, and that
everyone played along with my reports of a bright silver circle in the night sky,
leaving me in isolation and in the dark, the same kind of dark my imaginary
celestial object shone most brightly.
When it happened, it was three in the morning, and I was walking home after
having quandaried over going to a particular party, decided at last in favor of it, and
spending all of ten minutes there before deciding that I should leave and spend the
time taking a walk around the block on. The walk felt infinite in its looping course.
I was alone. The moon was the only attendee.
I looked to the moon and I asked it, “Are you real?”
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The moon spoke to me, as I had someday known it would. It said, I am as real
as you are.
“And how real is that?”
Real.
I said no more to the moon. Always, I pictured our first interaction as brief but
to-the-point, terse without rudeness. It was two nights later that I spoke to it again. I
was in my back yard, staring up into the sky and by extension the expanse of outer
space beyond it, staring in its direction with my uncomprehending human eyes. I
was only out there for the moon.
I said, “Moon. Why have you never told me if you were real?”
I had been here all this time. You should have asked sooner.
“But why would you look over me for so long if you would only leave me to
question if what looked over me was real or not real?”
You mistake constancy for guardianship. I am not your guardian; until this
moment, you had always been mine. And you performed your duty with the utmost
faithfulness.
“How so?”
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You are the only person on the face of this Earth who asked if I was real and, in
doing so, asked anything of me. Those apart from you take me for granted, as they
take everything else in this world. You were and are the only one to ever question.
“The only one?”
The only one.
“What must I do?”
You must wait, and all the while, you must keep your vigil.
I did not know what the moon meant by “vigil”, but I had a very close idea. To
keep vigil was to watch, was to guard, was to be ready to act and to perceive at all
times. To keep vigil was to be vigilant, to maintain vigilance, to enact the words
derived from that root. I maintained my vigilance of the moon – thinking thoughts
of its nature during the day, remembering constantly its presence over me at night. I
felt moonlight, and I knew the moon.
I grew ever more watchful, and my devotion increased with each day. I spoke its
name when it slept, and I looked at it with intent when it awoke. I carved the
moonlight into my brain, and my brain filled with eyes to look upon its image in
my head.
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“Moon,” I said one night, in my back yard, standing upon a monument of bricks
I had constructed upon which to stand and observe it from a greater height. “Moon,
do you see me?”
Yes.
“You see my vigil?”
Yes.
“Will you tell me why you did as you did in the years past?”
Soon. Your faith is proving itself.
“Faith? Are you thus expecting worship, as a deity?”
I require no cultish adoration but I expect a continuous memory of my existence.
You doubted all these years and now you must make up for it. You must atone for
your doubt by doing its opposite at all moments.
The opposite of doubt is certainty, and I chose to remain certain at all times. No
thoughts crossed my mind as I thought and thought of the moon and its state of
being. At first questions slithered across the surface of my brain, like that of how I
had doubted and why fate should conspire that I do such a thing as question
whether the moon was real. But the eyes in my head blinked those questions away
and kept me from sacrilege.
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My pile of bricks grew higher, and I added rocks to its height, and it became not
a mere monument but an observatory. Its constituents stained my hands with their
surfaces, yet I continued to live in spite of the dust-red patches that remained. I was
given an invitation to another party at this time. I accepted so I could leave ten
minutes in and spend the rest of the night’s duration under the eye of the white
circle in the ever-lengthening night sky.
I looked into the eye of the moon and I saw what every culture has seen, that
shaded figure that some say is a man’s face and some say is a woman’s form and
some say is a rabbit or a dog or a tree, but I saw it for what it was, and it was
myself, the realest of figures to ever stand on the ground and see the moon back, it
was myself and I was the home of a thousand arrows with needle-tips of light and
shafts of dust and they shattered as they shot into every place I could be shot, and
the me-in-the-moon was writhing but it was not with pain, it was with
transformation, it was with joy as the eyes inside my brain became the norm across
my skin, and the brick-dust and the stone-markings became my glory, and I was
crowned with many crowns and hailed as the monarch of the single face, the face
that knew not anything but how to look at the moon and adore and worship and do
as it commanded, I was seen as I was, seen as real and so was the moon and I in my
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right-mindedness did the only thing one could know to do and I did what was real
and I knew what was real and what was real was all I knew and I knew.
I knew.
I will know.
I know.
“Moon,” I said.
Yes.
“I know now.”
I knew you would.
“I no longer doubt.”
You do not.
“I am one with what I look into, and I have made it night always, and I have
made a temple of my tiny observatory, and I consecrate it and all other things to
you.”
You have done right in my sight.
“I am always in your sight.”
You are.
“I am.”
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You are as you have always been. You know now yourself as the only thing that
is, the only thing to which can be compared the fact of my existence.
“Nothing can be compared to that.”
It cannot.
I grind rocks and bricks together with the fury of my cold-burning hands. I paint
on my skin with the dust. I stand on the observatory with bare feet and feel the
surface scraping at the soles. I feel the eyes on my skin clustering and murmuring,
and I feel the arrows in each one. I feel the chill, digging fingernails of moonlight
on my skin always. It is always night, and the sun is comatose. I have the moon,
and only the moon. On my observatory, I stare into it at night, and I move not, and
I speak not, and I comprehend nothing but it and its whiteness and the surface that
had looked down on me each night though I disbelieved. I know now why I
doubted, why I was allowed to doubt. It was to prepare me for the truth. And I now
know the truth, and the truth is the reverse of the lie I had contemplated for so long.
Only one thing is real, and that is the moon, and now I know, oh wretched
unknowers, unseers, unbelievers, unexisters, now I know.
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Micheal Ace

Someone Has Written Another Poetry

Á

wòdì,
If your wings will take you above the sky

If your beak will puncture the virgin clouds
Then tell God in his fury to stub the earth
That someone has written another poetry
A poetry of patience grown on poe-trees.
Èfúfùlèlè,
If forest leaves still come at your beckons
If you still excurse wool on the globe-tours
Tell that hopeless man on his suicide path
That someone has written another poetry
A poetry of hopeful hope in dope dwelling
Ōlúōdò
If maidens still come to you with their pots
If they still worship you in frights of floods
Then tell the sick with infirmities and odds
That someone has written another poetry
A poetry of health messaged in poet-tricks
Òsùpá
If there still exists lonely path called night
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If sun is still being buried under your arms
Then tell the men staring at the dark skies
That someone has written another poetry
A poetry that shall soon bring us a morning

Osupa: The moon
Oluodo: The river goddess
Efufulele: The blowing air
Awodi: A high soaring bird.
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Àbíkú

I

have lived lifeless in dead times
Merrimenting among sane elders

I recreate tricky pranks on infancy
And painted death in brilliant tinct.
My sojourn in the bubbly bank of life
Then to the cosmos in mama's earth
There i live for periods of triple trine
Playing comic spree with unseen flies
After which i land on brown pebbles
Which mama's blood had soaked soft.
I sprint briefly under bruises and cuts
Then i stock them all back to afterlife.
The barricade of life which i stand on
Watching human wailing futile cries
I mock those cracks on papa's wrinkles
As they become his perfect trail of tears
Mama strolls at night admiring stars
As they all glom around their galaxy
She brings me back to life in praise
As i tauntingly mimic my said eulogies
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But then i miss the taste of spicy soups
And that is only brewed in mama's pot
I board my boots and stagger aboard
To life then back again to amongst gods.
Àbíkú, the name that frightens mothers
The soul armoured by amazing blunders
I stalk life with the breathless demise
That in adherence to the endless endings.
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TS Hidalgo

Who are U?

T

HE LATEST FAD this season as far as pets are concerned, says an
advertising feature broadcast at the same time on the two state-owned

television channels, after respective documentaries: on Silicon Valley, on channel
1, and another called Career Opportunities in Spain, Part I, on channel 2. It's a
guide rooster. It is the result of a long and costly genetic engineering project backed
by 100% Spanish capital: deeply Spanish R&D. This new variety of gallus gallus
or common European chicken, some seventy centimeters tall, with the same
arrogant appearance and head adorned with a red comb, thick and usually erect, has
a series of substantial and pragmatic differences for their new use as a pet.
They are designed for a highly diverse target of potential users, all of them with
a common denominator: they like to go out for a few drinks, in any state, place, or
circumstance. Partaking in – copious or not – alcoholic ingestion but responsible
enough to not drive home, even so.
Thanks to this new genetically modified rooster, you can drink without later –
spacial or temporal – location problems. The guide rooster – supplied through
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modification with a remarkable ability to pull – will guide you at all times
throughout the night, bar to bar, and will bring you home safe and sound at the end.
Once vaccinated and with the pertinent obligatory chip implanted, you’ll only need
to clip on a special rooster leash and give him clear commands. He’ll understand.
The stuff of trial and errors at the hands of a group of persevering and methodical
scientists.
It should be taken for a walk around the area to be frequented to get familiar
with it, and be shown a map of the neighborhood and/or town beforehand with a
series of basic directions. And you should introduce it to your circle of friends, so it
doesn't feel left out.
They require a very Spartan keep, basically corn – also compound feed-based and water. In that respect, several establishments in the hospitality trade at the
national and international levels have joined the initial proposal put forth by some
bars in the area of Malasaña in Madrid which consists of placing bowls with corn
on the bar to give to the guide rooster right next to – with the hope of creating
symbiosis, and economies of scale – the popcorn bowls for their owners.
The idea is to create a certain atmosphere in any given bar, of an undeniable
comic element for the person who bumps into a situation of this sort for the first
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time upon walking into their local watering hole. The rooster is just as useful for
dating: a shared fondness for the same kind of pet is as good a way as any other to
break the ice. And, of course, it acts as an alarm clock in the traditional method - if
you have early obligations to attend to the next day-.
Other benefits of the recent lab pet which came about unexpectedly a bit
collaterally: if you have a rooster with a certified pedigree it makes you a little chic,
makes you different. As with all things, there will always be classes, and everyone
knows the unspoken rule in Madrid that you can't get into places like Bangaloo,
Gabana, or Vanitas with a common street rooster. Not to mention if you go to
Cock, on calle Reina. It has also been a great help verbally alleviating daily
tensions, if needed, without having to engage in fisticuffs. “I’ll sic my rooster on
you,” has been, it seems a leitmotif of their owners in recent times.
Another practical side of these lab roosters, after ruling out options like
bricklayer roosters, or automotive driving industry operators, on the one hand, or,
on the other, hunting or fighting roosters – due to economic unfeasibility in the first
two, due to legal issues in the second two – has been to train them as police
roosters, continues the advertising feature. Used in the different State law
enforcement as narcotics, intervention, rescue, or forensics roosters, they were
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given characteristics genetically like an incredibly acute sense of smell and tracking
ability – of cadavers, explosives, and drugs, for example – as well as for crowd
control and lifeguards, among others, mentions the aforementioned televised spot
in closing. Afterwards, a clearly revival-type program on channel 1, with
interviews with famous Spanish inventors: foosball, Chupa-Chups lollipops, and
the yarn mop. On channel 2, the Career Opportunities in Spain, Part I, documentary
continues.
Both varieties of rooster already discussed, guide and police – in this case more
Spanish military police – were bred for the first time Friday of last week in a raid
led by this worthy force in Xandú on the premises of the El Trébol chain – leading
brothel franchise since 1999, as several panels attest to of the snow-inside-mall
located off the Extremadura highway-.
In the aforementioned raid, a stash of drugs was confiscated. Several guide
roosters were also seized from El Trébol customers. Reasons ranged from not
having a chip, coming from some illegal lab, or belonging to an endangered
species; some of these roosters were admittedly hung over a few hours later; some
shall we say laying hens were commandeered on the premises as well. All the fowl
were classified at the police station as stateless.
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“That’s interesting, stateless, I’ve never heard such a sad word or expression
before,” says the sergeant in charge of locking them up – as well as of general
maintenance of the station's farm – out loud. He only finds the He never gave me a
name the monster Frankenstein mourned, defeated, no going back, in reference to
his creator comparable to it in terms of absence of identity, notary engaged with
disaster and mass disappearances, pure and simple, in the rough.
The next morning, in the aforementioned military police sergeant's apartment.
He is making breakfast: soft-boiled eggs on his boss’ tray - a rose as well:
anniversary of their first dinner, at the Galaxia café - and Corn Flakes on its own
tray; coffee for both. On the TV in the kitchen, a documentary on channel 2: Career
Opportunities in Spain, Part II.
Meanwhile, his captain finishes sewing a button on to his government-issued
leather jacket at the same time as he is briefed on their next trip together to
Southeast Asia. The night before it – actually a few of them – popped off as two
prostitutes from El Trébol tussled with the sergeant. A police rooster, shocking
both of them, in the kitchen. Fear and trembling. It is no minor event, after all, to
unexpectedly find a rooster staring at you and then at the two breakfast trays and
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then again staring at you and then at both of their hands – which touch, interlaced -,
and then up to their eyes, with a decided expression of growing reproach.
But they did not pay attention to him for long. A sudden and thunderous fowl
symphony called the sergeant and captain to attention. The noise was coming from
the living room, which the two of them approached with their government-issue
weapons. There they found a team of thirty police roosters surrounded by dozens of
bundles of cocaine: pecked right open. Fifteen kilometers from the police station's
farm, such was the immoderate development of their tracking abilities. The content
of the bags was scattered all over the room: it gave it a certain aesthetic of fowl
farm; the psychotropic drug acted as a stand-in compound feed. Some of the birds
took on something-like-a-certain-ghostly-touch by almost completely coating their
plumage a back wall white color: the roosters were, apparently, pretty hungry. That
or the feed was pointedly addictive.
The sergeant and the captain looked at each other circumspectly, open-mouthed,
surprised. The roosters continued feeding. And they clucked. A few paid homage to
the pre-constitutional flag in the living room and sang Cara al sol. Others at least
were reciting Pessoa.
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Steven Porter

Visiting Alica's Garden

T

oday, I stepped over your grave
and didn't notice it was you.

Rain-weary petals have made their home
atop your miniscule stone monument.
I kick away dirt and dead grass,
pour champagne over your grave, then
down my throat, and watch ladybugs hover.
Frustrated, I hurl the bottle at a concrete angel.
Alica, your days, now spent with earthworms
siphoning your remaining scent, twisting around
your fingers; your bones enter a holy sacrament
with their fecal-plated young.
I'll be there soon.
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Sin City Noir Script

G

laring liquor stores emblazon darkened
massage parlors where a young Asian woman

paces back and forth smoking a cigarette.
From this distance, the city looks like tiny
polychromatic eggs hatching under a half-moon.
I light a cigarette to seem relevant to the lights.
A tired man at a bus stop rests his head on a duffelbag;
he's joined by an elderly woman hunched over a walker,
her hair decorated with gray flowers.
A bus approaches, a lone passenger sits in back,
his forehead pressed against a leather seat,
sunglasses slipping down his sloped nose.
I flick my Marlboro in the air,
narrowly missing a passing moth.
A blonde blow up doll propped in front of
a smoke shop waves at me. I'm drunk enough
to approach her for a slow dance.
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Anindya Mohan Tagore

Naked Truth

W

e are very civilized people
We hate nudity and banned porn

We cover everything - even the naked truth
Rape is prevalent - but, we do it in private
Only the poor children can be found naked here
Sorry, we could not cover them all
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Smoking is Injurious

"S

moking is bad,
Out of fad", says

my lad of eight
Don't smoke again
It does slain you
Gives pain to us
I do not bluff
Said, "Enough!" Took
a puff to think
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Stella Allou

A Woman’s Heart

A

woman’s heart is as deep as a well
Holding the deepest secrets both bitter and sweet

It can withhold both tears and laughter to swell
But God crated her specially to be able to stand the heat
A woman’s heart is as fragile as an egg
It must be handled with much care and love
Together with soothing music and not a dirge
Keep her as safe as a dove
A woman’s heart is as precious as gold
Shining radiantly and glittering in the glow
Requires regular refining to prevent it from becoming old
She perseveres and will never let go
A woman’s heart is as sweet as honey
It cannot be bought with money
But with care, love and understanding
So respect every woman in your narration
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Deafening silence
It happened to me on a starry night
That was the first time I heard silence so loud
We went on a first date and I was already naming our first child
But I was answered with a deafening silence
They say words sting; but silence is what breaks the heart
I wish I hadn’t expressed my love in such a short while
I’d rather you sting me with the cruelest words
Than meet me with a deafening silence
Everything about you stirs something within me
It is indescribable and comes with a price tag
The further I probe, the more silence keeps building
I can’t stand the deafening silence
Just when you feel like leaving
Remember I’ll be here by the ocean
Waiting for proof that there are sunsets and silhouette dreams
You remain a true reflection of deafening silence
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Joseph V. Milford

To Antigone

I

am not your postmodern friend.
Shaman in your cloud is not my

Credit fraudman. Stun-gun and rubber
Bullet and imp lamentations vs. polyester
Coffins you erect in. Vociferous was
A light touch for you. You hung yourself
From the afters. From the four X befores.
I could not behoove it. Fibers of forensics
And junkyards in orbit. The toothpicks made
From the splintered pulpits. Contracts
To the cosmos signed in floods. Layered
With ilk to the quick. I want to strip you
Down to the hone. I want to slaptize
You. I want to call you all the names
Of reptile pets. I want you to develop
Your internal muscles by Hegeling.
I cast a shadow over the mooncrater
Of your sad birth. Toss candybar wrapper
And soda bottle in it. Walk towards
A better view of the earth, something
With less gravity.
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The Point

O

nce there was an obelisk.
Men desired to climb it.

It was sharp on top.
No place to perch.
Men tried to climb and sit on it
For centuries and bled.
This was called war.
Men climbed it and
Jumped from its peak
Counting the seconds as they fell,
And this was called science.
Some who sat at the bottom
Convinced other men to climb it;
That was religion.
The first poets
Drank the blood dripping
From the obelisk and made a tongue.
Then the obelisk
Was sideways:
A compass rose.
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This obelisk
Made language;
It is only fitting
That we write
And bleed
Around it,
Staring agog, wondering
How to make
A better model.
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Susannah Chovnick

Learning to Fly

S

OME PEOPLE HAVE DREAMS where they fly. Some people grow wings
and fly above the trees and through clouds, over cities and bridges. Some

people don’t grow wings, but they still make it to the sky, their arms stretched
wide. Flying until alarms go off and the morning sun sneaks beneath their sleeping
eyes. In my dreams, I’d drive. I’d get into a car, push a lever and zigzag around a
block. I’d bump into other cars, roll onto sidewalks. My only fear was getting
caught. So usually after takeoff, I’d go real slow, inching down the road.
Most people in the US learn to drive at 16. Then there are New Yorkers. Savvy
walkers of concrete streets, riders of midnight trains, drunk passengers in yellow
taxis, nervous passengers in cars of college boyfriends from small towns and rural
parts. And that left me as a 27 year old with a state ID that allowed me into bars
and planes, but never behind the wheel.
But then a year ago I met Jonny. Jonny is from Florida, he drives a grey
Chrysler. Our first date, he picked me up at 7:00pm on a Saturday, and drove us to
Sausalito. He wanted to know why I never learned to drive. “Because there’s never
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been anyone to teach me!” I laughed. He smiled and kept driving. Behind him the
sky faded from a light blue to a dark purple washed with thin clouds of fluff. The
water below the bridge was sparkling, I remember because it was covered with a
million sailboats. And then finally, he pulled into some empty parking lot. We sat
there a second before he leaned in close.
“Okay, well, I’ll show you,” he whispered. So I walked around the car, slid into
the driver’s seat. Then I hit the gas so hard he bumped his head on the windshield.
JUST TO BE CLEAR, it was a smack, not a gushing accident. But still, there it
was, the reality sinking in. She really can’t drive at all, the shock of it seeping
through his widening hazel eyes, but still, he was smiling. I was smiling.
The first few times after that, I pushed the gas real slow, my body shaky,
sweating, clenched, like I was sitting in the front row of a roller coaster. I wished so
bad I had eyes on the sides of my head, behind my head, anywhere they’d be
willing to go, really, if it made driving easier. I’d inch through empty streets and
pause for minutes at each stop sign. And Jonny would say, “you don’t have to wait
that long!” But I would, because everything seemed like a potential death. When I
finally went on a road with two lanes, I’d stare at each impending car, convinced
there was only room for one.
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Finally, I got a real driving instructor, Patti. Patti was an older Asian lady with a
soft voice. She wore khaki shorts often, and most importantly she always said,
“don’t pay attention to the other cars.” We’d drive around while the sun hit us hard
through the rolled-down windows. My jeans were always moist from nerves. The
houses all around were colorful, in pastel shades under palm trees, decorated with
plants and vines.
And then one morning in May, driving past the surfers in wet suits and the
waves of Ocean Beach, I turned to Patti and asked if I was ready. “Well,” she said,
“why not?”
The following Tuesday, It was breezy, and cool. After 20 minutes of being
observed on my every impulse, using Patti’s car, I finally pulled into the DMV. The
last seconds of the test were here, as I parked and turned off the engine. Then I
turned to the examiner and waited. Finally the lady, with her long hair and round
eyes, grabbed my leg, laughed and exclaimed, “Well that was a wild ride!” She
laughed and laughed. I said nothing, looking down, afraid I would be letting down
Patti and Jonny and everyone of my co-workers and friends who knew I was taking
the test that day. My boss would have more proof I was the idiot she thought I was.
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In the midst of these thoughts, the examiner circled a bunch of numbers on a sheet
of paper. When she finished, paleness painted her face.
“You’ve passed,” she whispered. Then, she took a second to re-calculate. We sat
in more silence. Then she waved out the window, for my instructor. Before Patti
was fully at the car, the lady yelled, “She MUST continue to practice, she passed,
but she must keep practicing, okay? Those turns are wide, out of control. And also,
she almost backed up into a truck. She needs to KEEP PRACTICING!” And with
those words, I felt my cheeks turn tomato as I uncontrollably smiled and shook her
hand, thanking her profusely. There I was, legally licensed. She kept talking and I
kept shaking my head promising her things I could no longer hear, as the disbelief
seemed to blur the words evaporating from her mouth. All I could see were visions
of me driving across the country, and telling the world I could drive. Then I exited
the car, slammed the door, hugged Patti and headed to work. Patti waved and
wished me the best.
As I left the DMV, I walked past a coffee shop and then a pizza shop and then I
bent over on the sidewalk, like I had just ran a race or won some kind of medal. I
let the saliva drip from my tongue while my heart caught up to reality. I thought for
a second I was dying, I couldn’t breathe. But maybe I was just living really hard.
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There’s something that makes your heart jump out of your chest I guess, when you
cross the barriers you create for yourself. When you do the things you tell yourself
you’re not capable of. And for me, this year, that was driving.
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Shari Jo LeKane-Yentumi

Life after the Fall

L

ife after the fall descends to winter of discontent,
relentless struggle to recall a time without lament

when wind flowed freely as we sailed
and all our troubles were availed;
amazing how we failed to guard a life much better spent.
Trickle in the pail the water slows its low descent
to merely droplets in a bucket like the tears that fall and vent.
A silent call for help while strange adversity prevails.
Life after the fall.
Wonder of it all as thunder pounds upon cement.
Rainfall spilling brainwash to the ground as hearts repent.
Judgment, jury, trial; in denial, tooth and nail.
Dream scapes walk the mile of our self imposing jail.
Waking hours smile in a hell without relent.
Life after the fall.
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Always Never There

A

bsent hearted friend,
you were always never there

to remind me of the empty embraces
that I wished would overtake the darkness
of lonely nights in solitude.
Your vacant purple stares
reflect a multitude of worldly places
occupied by lies and various persona
answering questions with questions.
Opalescent transparency in a shattered mirror
represents the fragmented reality of broken time
through which neither of us sees eye to eye.
Thoughts escape any rational purpose:
Life on the tightrope... JAZZ...The pursuit of happiness...
and the White House was built by slaves....
Karmic virtue has flushed to mush
revealing no feeling from a heart of stone
that left at best the body of a skeleton.
Broken promises.
Dual lives.
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Shattered trust.
Violated space.
Double standards!
Perhaps I thought I knew you once.
Perhaps I thought you once knew me.
Perhaps, we even cared.
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Thomas Elson

Purgation

F

RIDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1982. Berdan Daily Tribune. The Ninnescah
County Sheriff’s Department reported a Roads and Bridges employee

discovered a partially nude female body near a ditch seven miles from
Berdan. Her name has been withheld pending investigation. The
preliminary report stated the cause of death as hypothermia.

I.
TWO DAYS AFTER Walter T. Andrews received his prognosis, he sat with his
second wife, Shirley, and detailed for the first time both his lymphatic cancer and
the extent of his estate.
“Here’s what I set-up for you,” he said, then listed her imminent ownership of
his large four-bedroom house with its three-car garage, surrounded by an expansive
open area, grassed pastures with healthy oak and cottonwood trees. It exuded the
feel of a gentleman’s farm on the outskirts of Berdan, a town named after a Civil
War Colonel all but forgotten except for re-enactors. His remote lakeside cabin,
several life insurance policies, proceeds from a healthy buy-out agreement from his
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business partners, and a fully paid life insurance policy on her life accompanied the
house and land she would inherit. As did a new 1982 Pontiac Trans Am. She sat
with her hands in her lap and uttered not a word.
Three weeks after their dinner, Shirley, twenty-six years of age, tall, erect, wellcoiffed, her lithe body sheathed in custom-tailored clothing, walked into the
mortuary and the mourners saw precisely why Walter T. Andrews, dead at age
fifty-seven, divorced his wife of more than a quarter of a century to marry Shirley.
SHE WALKED BEHIND Walter’s coffin as it was carried from the wood-framed
church Walter’s grandfather helped build. The dust from the wheat fields hit her
face, and worked into her nose and throat. She coughed, and the smell of wool
mixed with funeral incense merged with the stale hay in the fields and clung to her
hair and clothes.
At graveside, Shirley knelt to kiss Walter’s coffin. When she stood, she looked
into the freshly dug six-foot hole with its deep parallel walls, and recoiled as if
punched in the chest.
SHE LIVED AS A WIDOW a few months, then without notice, married Seán
Tyler, a five-foot, eight-inch seasonal carpenter whose youth, eyes, and strong
hands attracted her.
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“Why do you do it then?” She asked one evening, after he was laid-off from his
seasonal carpentry job.
“It’s what I know,” Seán said.
“You need a better job. I could get you a job at Walter’s factory,” she said,
referring to her deceased husband’s old company.
Before her father had died, Shirley was taken on shopping trips to the largest
city in the state; she received royal attention from the dressmakers of Henry’s
Clothing Store with its polished brass elevators and raised marbled fitting rooms set
amid multi-mirrored alcoves, which enhanced her sense of being a princess. After
shopping, Shirley and her mother crossed the street to the Innes Tea Room – for
ladies only – and ladies with shopping bags from Henry’s were especially
welcome.
Seán was from a more diminished world with days of macaroni and cheese,
followed by days of goulash, followed by days of spaghetti. His clothing came
from south of town at Farmers Service and Supply with bare cement floors and
dusty parking lot. The walls of his family home displayed no photos or prized
drawings from school, whereas Shirley’s family home resembled a shrine to her
development.
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Their arguments continued. About his taste in clothes, “I could get you an
appointment with Walter’s tailor.” About his table manners, “Here’s what Walter
showed me.” His diet, “Don’t eat that. It’s full of saturated fat.” His truck, “I could
buy you a new one.” His family, “Why don’t we skip going over there this
Christmas. Maybe next time.”
Seán never counterpunched. When her jabs continued, he only glared; and in
that glare, she recognized another person gradually emerges.
Within months of the marriage, her emotions slid from cleaving intensity deep
into intense resentment.
AFTER TWO YEARS of marriage and six weeks of separation, Shirley awoke
alone to a Saturday morning wind that did not blow so much as gasp, and when it
gasped, sounded as if the world had been sucked through a straw, then, like a
shotgun blast, scattered the detritus against the double-paned bedroom windows.
She turned her head to the right toward the gray-tinted sunlight so common in that
part of the state.
Drenched in perspiration, Shirley remained in bed, her eyes alert, her mind
raced. The day stretched before her like a gauntlet. She reached for the clock – 7:30
a.m., almost dropped it when the alarm sounded, followed by the announcer’s
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shouted weather report. “The temperature will drop to twenty degrees below zero
this evening due to a mass of arctic air sweeping down from Canada,” then slid into
his local sports voice to read the Friday night scores.
She calculated the hours until dinner and smiled. A little cold never hurt
anybody with a heavy coat and a warm car; besides that, she had a mission.
By ten that morning, Shirley was in her Pontiac Trans Am driving west. She
arrived early for her appointment with Walter’s attorney. Seán watched from his
truck as she walked into the building.

II.
SHIRLEY’S NOTEBOOK PAGES detailed incidents of Seán secreting himself in
the bedroom closet, and his attempts to tape record her activities. One evening as
Shirley and her friend – whom she consistently described both in gender-free and
fiction-laden terms – sat immersed in her warm bathtub among bubbles, candles,
and shadows.
She heard the garage door open, pulled back, sat erect, grabbed a towel, and
rushed into the hallway. Seán was at the top of the stairs. He brushed past her
toward the bedroom, and shoved the wet, naked man against the wall.
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“Seán, come here.” Her voice like a command.
He backed from the bedroom into the hallway.
“You and I are separated, Seán.” Her voice was precise. “You have to go.”
“I am not leaving you with him,” his right arm extended accusingly toward the
bedroom. “You can’t be sleeping with other men.”
“You need to leave, or I’ll have to call the police.”
“Go ahead.”
“They’ll arrest you. You can’t just walk into this house at midnight.”
“You can’t be sleeping with other men.”
“I can, and I will,” she turned, reached for the phone, and walked away.
Escorted from the house by the police, Seán’s words, physical feints, revengeful
stares meant nothing to Shirley. She repeated to herself, “Poor guy – hallucinating
– some sad male fantasy.” She no longer cared. She was young, financially
independent, and bored as hell.

III.
IT WAS TWILIGHT when Shirley applied make-up and selected a dress. As she
backed the car from the driveway, snow was on her front lawn.
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The field next to the restaurant was flat - so flat and level Shirley felt that she
could scan past the horizon to the corner of the earth. On her right was the
remaining wheat stubble that had turned from green to gold, then to dirt gray. The
wind burned as it shot past her bare legs. She sneezed, then sneezed three more
times.
The restaurant’s fame rested on dinners of fried chicken served family style –
meaning that the waitress placed bowls of food on the table and the customers
served themselves. All this while seated inside one of the multiple smaller rooms at
one of the tables of pine or oak veneer, on chairs as varied as cane back, ladder
back, or plastic Windsor. On walls of blue and white flowered wallpaper hung cast
iron skillets and decorated ladles, which reminded Shirley of the chipped cup that
rested beside the pump handle next to the horse trough near the windmill at her
aunt and uncle’s farm.
She walked around the bar to avoid the smokers, and said to herself, “Why
don’t I let the Sheriff’s Office do this? They can serve these papers. I don’t need to
do this by myself.”
Then she saw Seán, so she pasted on a smile, patted her purse with the
documents the lawyer prepared, and glided to the table. She noticed a light blue
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box with a bow rested in front of Seán. She intentionally ignored it. “This is not
going to be a celebration,” she repeated silently.
Under the restaurant’s bright lights, she felt as though she could wrap herself in
waves of warm air, then summoned, what Walter called, intestinal fortitude.
During dinner, Shirley aligned the serving bowls, rearranged the corn and the
chicken on her plate, finally gave up, turned her fork upside down and placed it on
the upper edge of the dinner plate.
She watched Seán eat while she ruminated over her prepared lines, watched as
his eyes did what they always did when he had a plan. It was as if his eyes
belonged to another person. She saw his jaw muscles contract, and knew his danger
– early on had been attracted to it.
Seán set his fork on the plate and reached for the blue box. Shirley slapped a trifolded sheet of paper on top of the box.
“What‘s this?”
“Read it,” said Shirley.
Seán pointed to the top of the page. “It says it’s a waiver of service for a
divorce.”
Shirley remained silent.
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“Well,” he said.
She watched his eyes.
“Well,” he said once more.
“Well, what?”
“Why?”
“You know very well why. I’m not going over it again.”
He stared at the empty plate, then turned toward the window, “Good Lord, look
at that snow. It looks like it’s rolling toward us.”
She inhaled deeply, cleared her throat, and began, “Seán, this is going to
happen. I can’t live with -” She inhaled as if for courage. “- with you hiding in the
closet and tape recording me in my own bedroom.”
“Our bedroom.”
“No. My bedroom,” she said, noticed his eyes, then his clenched fist.
“We’ll be okay if you just stop sleeping with other men.”
“You are in no position to tell me how to live my life.” She stressed the first
word with a slow emphasis on the ones that followed.
“The hell I’m not,” he said in a voice that combined a growl and a whisper.
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“The hell you are,” she said, then resumed her original position, “I refuse to do
this. Here are the papers. Either do it, or don’t. It doesn’t matter. There will be a
divorce.”
“And I’ll get alimony,” he said.
Shirley did not bother to respond; instead, she placed her hands on her lap, and
said, “I need to go,” picked up her purse and scooted her chair back.
“Let’s take a ride before we say goodbye,” Seán said,
“Just tell me what you want.” She heard the exasperation in her voice.
Seán smiled, “Let me go home with you tonight. I can drive. We’ll pick up your
car after breakfast tomorrow.”
She looked at him, “I’ll be right back,” and walked toward the restroom. She
had decided.
“Alright,” she said when she returned, then paused for effect, “I’m leaving.”
Seán gripped the arms of his chair, started to push himself up, stopped, placed
the blue box in his coat pocket, and slowly turned his head toward the windows.
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IV.
SHIRLEY WALKED AROUND piles of snow toward the Trans Am. She started
the engine, pushed the heater far into the red, and within moments felt the warmth.
She needed to be alone. On Highway 54, she abruptly turned onto county road
64, and then stopped at a turnoff north of the river about one-hundred yards from
Walter’s hidden cabin. She had walked this path many times, and, despite the
drifting piles of snow, needed the time to get rid of her anger. Inside the car, she
heard the crunching sound of gravel. A hand slapped the top of the car door, then
pulled it open. Another hand clenched her left shoulder and pulled her.
“Out,” was all she heard, and felt a sharp sensation against her back.
“That way,” he said, and shoved her toward a ditch near the small grove of
trees, sparse remnants of a 1930’s W.P.A. windbreak.
She had grabbed the top of the door with her bare hands, and her flesh stung.
Within a few seconds, the capillaries of her hands constricted and sent blood deep
to warm her vital organs. The palms of her hands were a painful 60 degrees
Suddenly she was pushed, pulled, and then punched. She heard what she
thought were gunshots. Quickly realized the sounds were familiar – as if from an
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old truck. Distracted by the scratchy snow packed down her blouse, she failed to
notice a thin line of blood.
She fell on her back, felt a harsh pain in her spine, followed by complete
numbness in her legs. Moisture trickled, then poured down her face. She heard a
voice come from a shadow, “Happy now?” She attempted to kick, but could not.
In about ten minutes, blood seeped back into her fingers, her body temperature
rose; sweat trickled down her sternum, cold air bit at her. She heard the sound of
leaves crackle. The brittle crunch was trailed by the fading sound of a car driving
over a gravel road.
Frigid air pressed against her body and sweat-soaked clothes. The wet clothing
dispelled heat into the night. As the cold crept toward her warm blood, her
temperature plummeted below 98.6. Another ten minutes passed. Her hands and
feet ached with cold. She tried to ignore the pain. A clammy chill started around
her skin and descended deep into her body. She was unable to stop shivering, and
trembled so violently her muscles contracted.
Too weary to feel any urgency, she decided to rest. “Just for a moment. Only a
moment.” Her head dropped back. The snow crunched softly in her ear.
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Forgetfulness nibbled at her. An hour passed. Her body heat leached into the
enveloping snow; her temperature fell about one degree every 30 minutes.
Her body abandoned the urge to warm itself by shivering. Her blood was now
as thick as cold crankcase oil. She watched helplessly as the snow covered her. At
least she had her coat. If only she had worn lined slacks instead of a dress. If only
she had worn boots instead of heels. If only she had gone home. If only.
Her breath rolled out in short frosted puffs. Within minutes her heart, hammered
by chilled nerve tissues, became arrhythmic, and pumped less than two-thirds its
normal amount. She thought only of a warm car filled with furry animals and a
fireplace that awaited her – she could not remember where. Then she thought of
saunas, warm food and wine.
When her initial hypothermic hallucination ended, there was dead silence,
broken only by the pumping of blood in her ears. Her body drained, she sank into
the snow. The pain of the cold pierced her ears so sharply she rooted into the snow
in search of warmth and comfort. Even that little activity exhausted her.
She slept and dreamed of sun and sunflowers carrying warm, furry animals to
snuggle close to her. Her night did not last long. She lifted her face from her soft,
warm snow pillow, and heard the telephone ring from inside the cabin. She heard it
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again, but this time it sounded like sleigh bells. Gradually, she realized these were
not sleigh bells, but welcoming bells hanging from the door of Walter’s cabin just
through the trees. The jingling was the sound of the cabin door as it opened. She
attempted to stand, collapsed. She knew could crawl. It was so close.
Hours later, or maybe minutes, the cabin still sat beyond the grove of trees. She
has not crawled an inch. Exhausted, she decided to rest her head for a moment.
When she lifted her head again, she was inside the cabin in front of the
woodstove. Walter held her while he spoon-fed her warm soup. Secure and safe,
they watched the fire throw a red glow. Walter caressed her face and carried her
closer to the fireplace. She felt warm, then warmer, then hot. She was unable to see
flames, but knew her clothes were on fire. The flames seared her flesh. Her blood
vessels dilated and produced a sensation of extreme heat against her skin. In an
attempt to save herself, she ripped off her blouse.
The winter storm continued for many days. When the wind subsided, and the
temperature rose, the crews were able to clear the roads. Motels emptied of
stranded travelers, eighteen-wheelers resumed their western treks, and a county
maintenance worker discovered a partially nude female body near a ditch seven
miles from Berdan.
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transient. – Dami Lare
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submissions should be mailed to africa@lunarisreview.com
Either write something worth reading or do something worth writing. – Benjamin
Franklin
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